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Abstract— Guaranteeing safe behaviour of robots is not easy,
especially in the presence of humans, whose behaviour is
always unpredictable. We show how a frequently-updating,
continually-verifying controller can guarantee safety of nearby
humans in a formal way while maintaining efficiency of the
robot. Two different models of the human behaviour are presented: a model based on extreme human motion as specified in
ISO standards, and another, kinematic model parametrised by
test data from a range of human subjects performing extreme
movements. We implement the controller in an experimental
setup, and find that both models allow the robot to work
efficiently when the human is safe and stop when the human is
in danger of colliding with the robot; the ISO-based model is
less cautious and sometimes does not account for fast human
motion. The kinematic model, which accounts for all motion, is
more restrictive towards robot motion but nevertheless allows
the robot to operate when the human is not in danger.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Formal methods in robotics are increasingly of interest
to researchers, e.g. for planning and scheduling [1], or
path planning in compliance with a specification [2]. In
particular, their ability to guarantee given properties makes
them particularly attractive in safety-critical areas.
Robots that can ensure safety of humans working alongside them have potential to make automation safer, more
efficient, and more flexible by removing the need for safety
cages. Several approaches require the robot to react fast
to collisions, but for higher inertia robots or robots carrying dangerous tools it may be desirable to avoid collision
altogether. For example, [3] proposes nested safety zones
around the robot, with increasingly more conservative robot
behaviour as the human breaches these zones. Other approaches, e.g. [4] scale speed or modify the robot trajectory
using a measure of danger based on the position of the
human. While such approaches work well, they do not
formally guarantee a safety property of the human-robot
collaborative scenario.
To guarantee safety with respect to future human movement, the robot must predict this movement using a model of
human behaviour in its environment. Challenges arise from
the humans’ nondeterminism and speed. In contrast to mobile
robots, for which ambulatory movement is most relevant
e.g. [5], fixed-base robots working alongside humans at a
workstation must consider upper body movement. Human
arms can move fast, making accurate prediction even short
times in the future difficult. For this reason, most predictions
of upper body movement are probabilistic, e.g. [6], [7].
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While these may account for the most likely movement,
for industrial application one must guarantee safety all of the
time – what happens when a human moves unexpectedly, for
example when sneezing, grabbing a falling object or recoiling
from touching something hot or sharp? We therefore aim to
predict the entire set in space that a human could occupy,
the reachable occupancy [8]. We do this using reachability
analysis, a technique for predicting all future states of a
system given a set of initial states and uncertain dynamics,
which has been used in safety verification of autonomous
cars [9]. The reachable occupancy grows very fast in time,
so we use it in a continuously verifying controller along with
frequent sensor updates to verify only the immediately next
section of the robot trajectory. This concept was introduced
in [10] for mobile robots and used in [11] for fixed-base
manipulators.
In this work, we show that this approach works in practice
and that a robot trajectory which is provably safe can be
formally verified online, even when accounting for all human
motion. We compare two different models for predicting the
reachable occupancies: a model based on the assumptions of
human motion from ISO standards, and a model based on
extreme movement data collected from several test subjects
performing fast movements.
This paper is structured as follows: we introduce the
concept of online verification in the next section. In Sec. III
we present the two models of human movement, which we
evaluate in Sec. IV.
II. C ONCEPT
The principle of online verification is that the robot does
not execute a movement before verifying its safety. In a longterm (global) planner, we plan a desired trajectory for the
robot; this planner may use probabilistic prediction to avoid
likely occupancy of the human. Given this long-term desired
trajectory, we verify it one piece at a time and ensure that, at
the end of each piece of desired trajectory, we always have a
failsafe manoeuvre available to bring the robot to a safe state
(in our case, safe means stationary) before collision would
be possible. We call the piece of desired trajectory plus the
failsafe manoeuvre the “short-term plan”
Figure 2 illustrates the approach: the short-term path from
tk to ts,1 consists of the piece of desired trajectory from tk
to tk+1 followed by a failsafe manoeuvre until ts,1 . This is
verified safe prior to tk , so from time tk to tk+1 , this is
the plan the robot executes. Simultaneously, it constructs the
next short-term plan (the desired trajectory from tk+1 to tk+2
followed by a new failsafe manoeuvre from tk+2 until ts,2 ),
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the prediction and verification. When the robot has planned a short-term plan, it predicts the human reachable occupancy until
the end of this plan, either using an overapproximative model (above, detailed in Sec. III-B) or with an ISO-compliant model (below, detailed in Sec. III-A).
It then checks for intersection of the human’s occupancy with its own occupancy, and the short-term path is verified safe if there is no intersection.
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Fig. 2. Verifying safety of a short-term plan. The occupancy of the robot
in the next short-term plan (green volumes) is checked against that of the
human (red volumes). The failsafe plans are in fact path-consistent with the
desired trajectory; here they are shown off-path for clarity of illustration.

calculates its own occupancy over the duration of the next
short-term plan and verifies it against the reachable occupancy of the human (from tk+1 until ts,2 ). Both occupancies
are constructed in an overapproximative way, meaning they
enclose all space which could possibly be occupied by the
human and the robot during those times, accounting for
measurement uncertainty and uncertain dynamics.
If the occupancies do not intersect, then the human could
not reach the robot during the next short-term plan; this
short-term plan is therefore verified safe and can be executed
starting from tk+1 . Otherwise, the next short-term plan is
rejected and the robot begins the failsafe manoeuvre from the
current short-term plan. By keeping the failsafe manoeuvre
path-consistent with the desired trajectory, the robot can
easily plan future short-term plans even while executing the
failsafe manoeuvre, without the need for expensive spatial
replanning (the failsafe manoeuvres are shown off-path in
Fig. 2 for clarity of illustration).
Several algorithms exist for planning a time-optimal stopping trajectory. In our implementation, we used a modification of the algorithm by [12] to produce path consistent stopping trajectories which satisfied acceleration and jerk limits
of the joints. Furthermore, since the movement of the robot is
known, calculating the spatial occupancy of the robot along
its short-term plan is less of a challenge than calculating
that of the human, whose intentions are unpredictable. For
example, the method from [13] can be used to quickly and
conservatively generate an overapproximation to the robot
occupancy.

The main challenge in this approach, therefore, is calculating the future occupancy of the human. We define the
reachable occupancy of the human Γ([ta , tb ]) as the set
of all areas in space which could possibly be occupied
by the human during time interval [ta , tb ]. Since the exact
reachable occupancy is incalculable (as it is the reachable
set of a nonlinear hybrid system [14]) we calculate a tight
overapproximation, i.e. a set in R3 which encloses the exact
reachable occupancy, while excluding as much unreachable
space as possible. Nevertheless, the reachable occupancies
grow fast by virtue of the fact that humans can move
very quickly. The effectiveness of this approach lies in
the fact that the reachable occupancies only need to be
predicted until little more than the stopping time of the robot,
rather than over the whole trajectory, therefore do not grow
unmanageably large. In the next section, we focus on how
to calculate the human occupancy.
III. ACCOUNTING

FOR HUMAN MOVEMENT

Humans can move fast and unpredictably. The relevant
industrial standards for calculating stopping distances during
emergency stops of machinery [15] assume a maximum
speed of human movement, which is sometimes insufficient
to account for fast movements. Below, we detail one model
to predict human occupancy conforming to the ISO standard
and next, a model accounting for all human movement. The
methods to calculate both occupancies are shown in Fig. 1.
A. ISO-compliant model
In ISO 13855 [15] the maximum speed of a human, for
the purposes of calculating stopping distances, is vmax =
1.6m/s for upper-body movement only and vmax = 2.0m/s
for full-body movement. We use the latter, and “expand” the
human by vmax · t to obtain the reachable occupancy up until
time t after the sensor observation.
For representation, we use sphere-swept volumes (SSVs),
which are the Minkowski sum (⊕) of a convex hull G of a set
of points and a sphere H, defined as G ⊕ H = {g + h | g ∈
G, h ∈ H}. We call an SSV where the set of points is of
order 2 (i.e., G is a line segment) a capsule. Of course, an
SSV where G is of order 1 is a sphere. The radius of the
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Fig. 4. Prediction ΓISO based on maximum speed v = 2m/s from [15].

SSV is defined as that of the sphere H, and the defining
points are the vertices of G.
We obtain the human pose from sensors. The torso and
head is enclosed in a single capsule CT , see Fig. 3. Obtaining
the positions of shoulder, hand and elbow, we can then define
the arm occupancy. We enclose the arm in 3 SSVs: one
capsule encloses the upper arm, with the defining points at
the shoulder and elbow, and another encloses the forearm,
defined by the elbow and the hand. A sphere encloses the
hand. The radii of CT is 0.35m, that of CU and CF is 0.1m
and that of SH is 0.205m, taken from measurements of
human hands [16].
We then augment the radii by vmax ∆t as shown in Fig. 4,
where ∆t is the difference between the end of the shortterm plan ts,2 and the time of the observation tobs to obtain
the occupancy over the time interval [tobs , ts,2 ] according
to the ISO assumptions on human motion, which we call
ΓISO [tobs , ts,2 ]
B. Overapproximative model
Humans can, however, move at speeds greater than 2m/s,
especially when executing involuntary or reflex movements
like sneezing, catching a falling object or swatting an insect.
In [8], we present a model of human movement which is
intended to account for all human motion, parameterised by
capturing data from a range of humans performing extreme
movements. We briefly recapitulate here. The approach consists of offline and online phases. Offline, 38 test subjects
(12 female, 26 male, ranging from 18-49 years) performed a
range of movements as fast as possible. The motion capture
of their arms was fitted to a kinematic parameterisation of
the arm using inverse kinematics, to find the ranges of joint
positions, velocities and accelerations.
During online operation of the robot, inverse kinematics

is used to obtain the joint values of the human arm using
the same kinematic parameterisation. With the parameters
obtained in the offline phase, reachability analysis is used to
find the set of joint values at future time intervals and this
is translated into an occupancy in space, against which we
verify the short-term plan of the robot as described in Sec. II.
1) Kinematic model: The kinematic model is 3-degreeof-freedom (3DOF) and is shown in Fig. 5a. A point in the
middle of the forearm is the end effector. There are two
orthogonal revolute joints at the shoulder, but in contrast
to more common 4-DOF models e.g. [17], extension of
the elbow and rotation of the upper arm around its own
axis is replaced with extension of a prismatic joint, and the
occupancy is represented as the convex hull of a sphere SF
at the end-effector which encloses the forearm, and a sphere
SS at the shoulder: see Fig. 5b. By the property of convexity,
the upper arm is also enclosed. This parameterisation offers
the advantage of lower dimensionality and avoidance of the
kinematic singularity when the elbow is at full extension.
2) Dynamic model: As previously mentioned, we perform
reachability analysis on the initial set of states, which are
obtained from inverse kinematics of sensor data and enlarged
to account for measurement uncertainty. Let Q(0) and Q̇(0)
be the sets of initial joint positions and velocities respectively; these are Cartesian products of intervals. We then use
3 models, each individually accounting for joint positions,
velocities and acceleration limits, to generate 3 reachable
sets. Since all sets are overapproximative, their intersection
is also overapproximative and smaller than any of the 3 alone.
By using many simple models with linear dynamics, we
avoid having to construct one model with complex, hybrid
dynamics: the reachability analysis of hybrid systems is more
time consuming to calculate and speed is critical in our
application. The models used to calculate the reachable set
from time 0 to time t are:
1) a 0th order model of maximum joint position:
(1)
Rq ([0, t]) = [qinf , qsup ],
2) a 1st order model of maximum joint velocity:
(2)
Rq ([0, t]) = Q(0) ⊕ [q̇inf , q̇sup ]t ,

3) a 2nd order model of maximum joint
accelerations,
!
2"
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(3)
Rq ([0, t]) = CH(Q(0),Q(0)⊕ Q̇(0)t⊕ q̈inf t2 , q̈sup t2 ).
Here, [qinf , qsup ], [q̇inf , q̇sup ] and [q̈inf , q̈sup ] are
interval vectors representing position, velocity and acceleration joint limits obtained from analysis of test subjects as
previously mentioned, and CH is the convex hull operator.
In the last model we enclose the convex hull in a Cartesian
product of intervals (the first two models are already obtained
as products of intervals). The reachable set in joint space of
the positions of the human arm from the observation time
t to the end of the short-term plan ts,2 is Rq ([tobs , ts,2 ]) =
#obs
(i)
3
i=1 Rq ([tobs , ts,2 ])
3) Conversion to Cartesian space and accounting for
moving shoulder: One unsolved problem of the approach
from [8] is that it does not account for movement of the base
coordinate system of the kinematic chain at the shoulder,
which can translate and rotate as the human moves. To model
this, a more complex model of the movement of the torso,
shoulder complex as well as the ambulatory movement would
be required.
Instead, we adopt the approach from [18], where the
reachable sets of a higher-order model are accounted for by
a lower-order model by enlarging the initial set and adding
disturbances. In our case, we account for rotation of the
base coordinate system at the shoulder by enlarging the
reachable set in the dimensions of the two revolute joints
by 0.1rad/s · ∆t.
The joint space reachable set Rq ([tobs , ts,2 ]) is converted
in to Cartesian space using the method from [13]. We call
the obtained set Γ([tobs , ts,2 ]). We account for translation of
the shoulder using the maximum speed of human movement
from ISO 13855 (vmax = 2.0m/s) – similarly to the ISO
approach from Sec. III-A, we simply add vmax ∆t onto the
radius of the SSV Γ([tobs , ts,2 ]).
IV. E VALUATION

AND DISCUSSION

We tested this approach in a setup with a Schunk LWA4P
robot controlled over CAN bus by a Speedgoat Realtime Target Machine running Simulink 2015b, operating
at 500Hz. The human was detected using a 6-Camera
Vicon Vero 1.3 infrared motion capture system1 operating at
250Hz, using retroreflective markers placed on the body. We
estimated overall latency of the sensors as 20ms. We used
the GJK algorithm to detect collisions [19]. Our long-term
plans were pre-programmed, straight line movements of the
end effector. When testing the overapproximative model, we
used the model from Sec. III-B to calculate the occupancies
of the arm; and when testing the ISO model, we used the
model from Sec. III-A. The ISO model was used to account
for the torso in both approaches.
The results of two test runs can be seen under
www6.in.tum.de/pub/Main/Pereira/video.mp4
Computations with both models took under 500µs on
average, and the occupancy prediction and verification
1 www.vicon.com/products/camera-systems/vero, retrieved
15.3.17

Fig. 6.
Freeze-frames at 0ms (top left), 167ms (top right), 375ms
(bottom left) and 458ms (bottom right) The robot is moving in the top two
freeze-frames, but has stopped before the freeze-frame at 375ms.

alone took under 200µs with one human in the workspace
(tracking more than one humans can be parallelised).
As expected, we observed that the behaviour using the
overapproximative model was more cautious – the robot
moved slower around the human (since it verified itself
unsafe more often) and only resumed normal operation
when the human was at quite a large distance from the robot.
Using the ISO model, the robot was able to work more
efficiently, but did not always achieve a stop if the human
moved very fast. Freeze-frames of the robot performing a
failsafe manoeuvre using the overapproximative model is
shown in Fig. 6.
Although we used high-end sensors, this method also
works with less accurate and fast updating sensors. We tried
the method using a Microsoft Xbox Kinect 2 2 , using the
provided skeleton-tracking from the SDK and only using the
ISO-approach. Performance was worse, due to the reduced
frame rate and higher latencies, i.e. the robot behaved more
cautiously and was stationary at a greater distance from the
human. This is akin to human behaviour when our sensory
capabilities are reduced, e.g. we drive vehicles slower in
low-visibility weather. In a robot cell, the sensors should
have good visibility over the robot workspace and could be
combined with other sensing modalities such as pressuresensitive floors, to ensure that all humans are easily detected.
To guarantee safety, the robot would assume the worst case,
i.e. that there may be humans just outside of the cameras’
field of view; hence where the field of view is limited, the
robot would behave more conservatively.
In our implementation, the stopping times of the robot
were no more than 200ms. Since the stopping time determines the prediction horizon for the reachable occupancies,
higher-inertia robots, which may take 1s or more to stop,
2 xbox.com/xbox-one/accessories/kinect,

retrieved 15.3.17

may be forced to move more slowly (which reduces their
stopping time) or keep more distance from the human. In
practice, very high-inertia robots are unlikely to be moving
when in close proximity with humans; interaction is likely to
be during maintenance, or if the robot is positioning a heavy
part for the human to perform dextrous operations upon, like
lifting a car chassis for a human to fit the wiring.
In [8] we show that the reachable occupancies Γ are
significantly larger in volume than ΓISO , which should mean
that the short-term plans are verified unsafe more often.
Though in our evaluation the robot moved more slowly when
using ΓISO , the actual loss of performance in an industrial
scenario depends on the exact setup of the robot cell. Further
tests are required to compare this formally verified method
with e.g. static safety zones. One advantage of our method
is that no risk assessment or manual determination of safety
zones is necessary: the danger to the human is assessed
on the fly. Secondly, using static safety zones, the robot is
forced to limit its behaviour whenever the human enters the
collaborative area, even if the robot is actually in another area
of its workspace. Our method avoids this, since collision risk
is checked online.
A further observation was that, although the ISO model
did not always account for all movements so the robot did
not always stop in time, it might be acceptable if the robot
is allowed to be moving during collision. The new Technical
Standard [20] defines allowable maximum pressures and
impact forces when collisions between humans and robots
occur. The continually verifying controller concept can be
adapted to a safety criterion where impact forces and pressures are within allowable limits, instead of requiring the
robot to be stationary.
V. C ONCLUSION
Online verification is a powerful tool for reactive robot
behaviour, which can guarantee a safety property during
execution of a trajectory, by continuously predicting the
future occupancy of the human and adjusting its behaviour
accordingly. We show how the assumptions on human behaviour – using the assumptions from relevant standards or
accounting for all human motion – affect the performance of
the robot. Even while accounting for all possible movement
of the human, the robot can operate efficiently. Such a robot
that can replan and verify its own behaviour online has
potential to change the face of automation in the 21st century.
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